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Hizero UltimateClean™
Cleaning Technology

Hizero UltimateClean™ technology taps 
into nature, incorporating bionic based 
science to deliver an innovative way to 
clean your homes floor. 

Emulating the way animals lick up liquids 
and solids, our lightweight, contemporary 
floor cleaners are energy efficient and 
whisper quiet.

An all-in-one, cordless hard floor cleaning 
solution that sweeps and mops utilizing a 
unique polymer roller. The Polymer roller 
is not only hard wearing but it is gentle on 
your floor.  And of course, it is self cleaning 
as it gently cleans your floor. 

60dBNo Suction Technology Quiet

* Sound pressure tested from 1m distance in the Hizero Lab

Our No Suction Technology, also
allows us to have a low noise level 
of only 60dB. This allows you to 
clean your hard floor without 
disturbing others in the home. 

Our unique Polymer roller 
technology means that unlike 
traditional suction cleaners, there 
is zero dust and other debris 
blown back into the air. So, the 
perfect solution for those family’s 
who are allergic to dust. 



Real-Time Self-Cleaning
Avoiding Secondary Pollution
Hizero UltimateClean™ Bionic Cleaning 
Technology enables real-time self-cleaning
via its innovative triple-cycle cleaning system. 

Debris – Liquids – Hair Auto Separation
Solids, liquids, and hair are sorted and collected into separate compartments. 
No clogging, no leakage, no bacteria breeding in the mixture of solid waste 
and the dirty water.

Brush Roller
Collects hard to pick up human or pet hair. 

Solid Waste Container
Separates all solids, anything from spilt 
spaghetti to rice. Keeping the solids away
from the self-cleaning polymer roller. 

Self Cleaning
The Polymer roller  is constantly showered by 
clean water during every rotation. This means 
we are only ever cleaning your precious floor 
with a clean polymer roller. No re-transmission 
of picked up dirt from the roller to your floor. So, 
in one simple forward motion the floor is clean. 



Class leading 60-minute non- stop cordless operation 
no matter what speed you choose. Allowing you to 
clean floors for longer without re-charging. 

A flexible design allows you to clean under those hard 
to get to areas like a chair. We can get as low as a 20° 
angle. 

Easy to maneuver with our Flexi head which can 
move left or right and of course forward. With our 
lightweight of only 4.1kg and motorized operation, 
using the Hizero is as simple as turning it on. 
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Floor Cleaning-Made Easy



Solid Waste Container
Separates all the solids from the 
liquids, simply brush to clean it.

Hair Cleaning Tool
Clean the brush roller simply with 
the supplied cleaning tool in one 
motion. 

Dirty Water Tank 
Dirty water is separated from 
solids, making it easy to dispose 
of the dirty water down a sink. 

自 如 应 对 木 质 地 板 、石 材 地 砖 等 各
类 地 面，轻 松 搞 定 干 湿 污 渍，超 强 锁
水力，快速干爽，解除水痕困扰。

One Button One Easy Motion 
 One touch for sweeping and mopping
in one easy movement. Leaves floors 
hygienically clean and streak free.

Multi-Surface Usage
 Designed for all sealed hard floors that 
are water resistant such as natural timber, 
ceramic tiles, marble tiles, polished
concrete and laminates.

Easy to  Maintain 

Snap Fit Dual Rollers
One hand operation. 
Hussle free installation. 



How does our
innovation work?
 
 

Cleans your floor
Polymer Cleaning Roller rotates to pick up all the mess 
from your floor. No matter if it is tomato sauce or wine, or 
even that hard to clean dust.  

Removes hair
The Brush Roller is specially designed to pick up hair from 
your floor.

Removes solids
The Brush Roller separates all solid waste into our waste 
tray. Which is then easily removable. 

Removes liquids
Water Sink squeezes out liquid waste and automatically 
transfers it to the dirty water tank, free from solid matter.

 

How does a Hizero pick up 
liquids and solids?

Picks up
Cleaning Roller rolls automatically over the floor, picking 
up all dirt and dust. 

Separates
Cleaning Roller picks up the waste, the brush then 
squeezes all the waste from it. And then automatically 
separates solids and liquids.

Flushes
Polymer Cleaning Roller is constantly kept clean, by being 
flushed with clean water. 

Self-cleans
As Cleaning Roller rotates, it is absorbent with clean water 
and ready for the next cleaning cycle.

 

How does Hizero Polymer 
Cleaning Roller Work?

Clean water supply
Clean Water Tank supplies clean water to flush the 
Cleaning Roller.

Dirty water collection
Dirty Water Tank collects all dirty water squeezed 
out from the Cleaning Roller.

Always Clean
The two separate water tubes for clean and dirty 
water enable Hizero to always use clean water to 
clean your floor.

 

How do Hizero Water Tanks Work?



No Suction Technology

Unlike a traditional vacuum, Hizero adopts the polymer cleaning roller to pick up all the waste and 
dust. Which means we also do not emit any dust or require a Hepa filter.  

Multifunctional Cleaner

Hizero is designed for all types of sealed hard floors. It can sweep and mop simultaneously, leaving 
your floor hygienically clean and almost dry in one easy motion. 

Automatic Waste Separation

As our Polymer roller picks up all sorts of dirt from your floor be it liquids or solids. We also separate 
them into different compartments, making maintenance a simple process.

Real Time Self Cleaning

Hizero constantly uses clean water when cleaning your floor. Making sure every inch of your floors is 
perfectly clean. 

Quiet Like a Conversation at 60dB 

By the introduction of No Suction Technology, we can reduce our noise levels down to the level of a 
normal conversation. So, you can go about your cleaning as others are watching TV or reading a book. 

Cordless 60 Minutes Non-Stop Runtime

Hizero will operate up to to 60 minutes on both cleaning modes allowing you to clean more floor and 
charge less. By minimizing energy consumption of our motors, we achieve a longer run time. 

Easy to Maneuver 

The cleaning head swivels left and right and rotates around 70°, while 20° angle allows you to get into 
those hard to places. Like under your favorite chair. 

Energy Saving and Earth Friendly

Hizero saves water, electricity, and your time. You can clean 50 square meters floor area in only 10 
minutes by consuming 500ml of water and 0.01kwh electricity.

Key Features:



Specifications 
 

Our Vision
To empower people to enjoy cleaner, healthier, 

and easier lifestyles.

Our Mission
To enhance the life and wellbeing of people by 

helping them clean their home  more efficiently, 

effortlessly, and faster than ever before.

Our Promise
We promise to deliver you the ultimate cleaning 

experience. Because we care about you and 

your quality of life. We help you enjoy cleaner, 

more hygienic homes, faster and with much less 

effort. We live up to our pledge thanks to our 

bionic inspired technology, sophisticated design, 

service commitment, and care for all the things 

that inspire you.

HIZERO Appliances Corporation
www.hizero.com

info@hizero.com

+86 (755) 21615218

1401, Keenstar Building, Chuangye 2nd Rd, 

Baoan District, Shenzhen, China

Product Name
F500 Bionic Hard Floor Cleaner

Product Type
Cordless Upright

Noise
<60dB*

Net Weight
 4.1kg   

Dimensions
300*225*1200mm 

Docking Station Dimensions
355*270mm

Charging Time
4h 

Runtime
>60min at any speed 

Power
38W

Cleaning Roller 
Polymer

Battery Type
Li-ion battery 

Clean Water Volume
500ml 

Dirty Water Volume
500ml   

* Sound pressure tested from 1m distance in the Hizero Lab


